A major issue in cardiac imaging is the assessment of cardiac function and particularly the identification of ischemic or infarcted tissues. We present in this article a method to reconstruct the motion of the left ventricule (LV) using 4D planispheric transformations of time and space combined in a first step with B-spline tensor products.
INTRODUCTION
A major issue in cardiac imaging is the assessment of cardiac function and particularly the identification of ischemic or infarcted tissues1 . Modern techniques provide 3D images which describe either the anatomy of the heart or its functionality. It is possible to get sequences of such images over the whole cardiac cycle; such sequences are real 3D movies of the motion of the heart. The cardiac motion, like the motion of any real object in the body must be therefore described as a 4D continuous and regular transformation of time and space.
With tagged magnetic resonance imaging2'3 (tagged MRI), the whole space is tagged with a set of planes that deform with the tissue, providing non-invasive markers which track the local displacement of the myocardium. The intersection of those tagging planes with the imaging plane appear as dark lines in the images.
Many methods have been proposed to use this information. First, it is necessary to identify the tag lines. Different techniques are reported in the litterature using pattern matching4, snakes5'6 or spline modeling79, with a different level of automation, none being fully automatic at this time. As the tag lines are only intersections of the image plane and the deformed tag plane, the reconstruction of the motion is an ill-posed problem using only one series of images. Using the strategy of'°" , which consists in acquiring three different series of images of the same heart using orthogonal tagging directions, the motion can be reconstructed, using either constrained models'°"2'5 or free-form deformations6"16"7 as in this article.
Unfortunately, because the correspondence is defined between two successive images, regularity and periodicity in time are not guaranteed. We define a 4D planispheric transformation (4DPT'8) as a function of time and space deforming a point x into a point x' which is the location of point x at time t:
f:TR3xIR -÷ JR3
______________________________ (x,t) x'=f(x,t)
For further information (5end correspondence to: Jérôme Declerck) Jérôme Declerck: E-mail: jdecler@mri.jhu.edu, Web site: http://www.mri.jhu.edu/jdecler. Nicholas Ayache: E-mail: na©sophia.inria.fr, Web site: http://www-sop.inria.fr/epidaure/. Elliot McVeigh: E-mail: emcveigh©mri.jhu.edu, Web site: http://www.mri.jhu.edu/emcveigh. This definition of the 4D transformation yields the definition of 2 categories of functions which are easier to understand and which are intrinsically regular: Trajx f(x, ) is the trajectory of x over time, D = f(., t) is the deformation function of the object at time t.
The 4DPT combines several properies which suit well to problem of tracking the LV motion from tagged MRI:
1. it defines a class of transformation of time and space in which the temporal continuity and potential periodicity are included, 2. it defines a class of highly constrained transformations in order to have a relevant description of the LV motion with a reduced number of parameters, 3. it is able to retrieve canonical motions with minimal computation, providing an easy-to-interpret quantitative analysis of the motion, 4. the equations are written in such a way that there is no mathematical singularity at the apex due to the use of a polar system, 5. last, but not least, it is a transformation which combines the unknown parameters in a linear way to make their estimation easier and robust.
The paper is organised as follows: in section 2, we explain the method we use to retrieve the motion information from tag data. In section 3, we recall the definition on the 4DPT and explain how to estimate it from the data. Experiments on human heart data are presented in section 4, these experiments are discussed in section 5, before drawing a conclusion on this work.
TAG DISPLACEMENT FIELD RECONSTRUCTION 2.1. The problem
We introduce here a few notations that are illustrated on figure 1 . Let us consider the tag surfaces S at time tn. At tagging time tT, those surfaces ST are planes with known normal T Sn intersects the slice at a line Ln. Figure 1 . The tag plane at tagging time ST deforms into surface S at time tn. Left, the forward approach estimates the mapping which deforms ST onto S, and right, the backward approach estimates the mapping which deforms S back onto ST A point Pn of a tag line L was a point P4 in ST at tagging time tT. Using a single set of parallel tag planes, it is only possible to estimate the displacement P,P4. in the direction of the normal T to the tag plane, but not in plane ST.
The forward approach consists in estimating the deformations given points FT on different tag lines LT and target points P,-at time t ( figure 1, left) . In order to write explicitely the constraint (D (PT) e Sn), we need to know the equation of the surface of Sn, and therefore it is necessary to model its shape6"7"9'20. In the backward approach, which we adopted, the methods estimate the deformation 'n-T which defines the location at tagging time tT of a point Pn taken at time t,-(figure 1, right).
4n-4T(Pn) = P' (1) n-*T is thus the inverse of Di,,, the 4D transformation at time tn (figure 1, right). The vectorial equation (1) can be decomposed into 3 scalar equations which allow to estimate 4nT at P. From the planar tag deformation, it is only possible to write one of those three, the one that corresponds to the direction of the normal to the tag plane. As a matter of fact, the only thing we know about P is that at time tT, itwä5 in the plane S: its location within this plane is not determined: ST (2) As the equation of ST is a plane of normal vector T, the constraint (2) can be written, if the tag plane equation is noted (a.x + b.y + c.z = P.flT d):
Using at least three independent directions for T, the problem of estimating n-T 5 no longer underdetermined.
Some techniques have been implemented to reconstruct a dense displacement field from constraints (3) written for every tag point. In21 , the left ventricle is modelled with a finite element mesh whose basis functions are defined by heuristics. In10 , the model is a prolate spheroid deformed with spherical harmonics functions. Both of them are dedicated to the LV motion, due to the a priori in the geometry they use. In" , the displacement field is reconstructed by formulating a stochastic estimation criterion from finite differences model.
For all those methods, the forward transformation is computed by point-to-point inversion with an arbitrary precision. In this article, we propose a method for which we compute the backward transformation with B-splines tensor products, the forward transformation is then a 4D planispheric transformation whose estimation is based on the B-splines backward transformations.
B-splines tensor product for the backward deformation
The aim is here to estimate at each time frame ri the transformation n-+T 1fl order to get rid of heavy notations, we will rename as 4 the transformation we want to estimate. We use B-splines transformations using constraints (3) , the definition and estimation of such functions is detailed in the next paragraphs.
Definition of the B-spline transformations
B-splines are piecewise polynomials of degree K that are defined by a set of knots and recursive formulae22. Those defined knots are the junction points between two consecutive polynomials, therefore they set the degree of continuity of the function at that point. Those functions define a basis of the vector space of the piecewise polynomials with specific continuity constraints at the knots. A B-spline curve is a linear combination of the B-spline basis functions.
For a transformation which deforms a point P onto a point Q = (P), the coordinates of the deformed point is defined as a tensor product of B-spline curves16'23, as for the B-solid defined in6:
4(x,y,z) = :
:: Ajk.B(x).B(y).B(z) (4) . i=O j=O k=O where we define A = (Ax, A, AZ) as the set of 3D control points, and for the x coordinate for instance, B? the i-th B-spline basis function of degree K and n the number of control points. Here, we choose cubic B-splines (K = 3) defined by a regular set of knots, ensuring a C2 continuity of the transformation.
Estimation
Given the set of knots (or the number of control points) and the degree of the polynomials that define the basis functions, a transformation is fully determined by a set of control points A. In order to estimate such a set from tagged data, we minimize a least squares criterion which is defined as a sum of two terms: 
N being the number of tag points in plane S, N the total number of points and D a normalization distance featuring a characteristic size of the data. For this, we compute the centroid of the tag points and the distance is defined as the standard deviation of the distances of the tag points to this centroid.
the deformation is smooth
The smoothing term is the normalized integral of the norm of the second derivative of 4, which measures the stiffness of the transformation16'23.
The final criterion is the weighted sum of those two terms (5) and (6) . The criterion is quadratic in the control points A2k • We are therefore ensured of finding a unique global minimum provided the criterion is positive definite. In our implementation, the criterion is miminized with a conjugate gradient method.
The constraints like (2) are partial constraints on each point, we need three orthogonal equations like (2) so that the position of the point is well determined. Close to the boundaries of the myocardium, there is only one or two constraints instead of three (underdetermined problem) , creating a singularity in the matrix: the term of the criterion Eplanes 5 not positive definite, we need to add the smoothing term Esmooth 50 that the global criterion is positive definite and the normal matrix is invertible. Practically, without that smoothing term, a tag point deformed back to its plane might be stretched far away if it is close to a boundary24.
The transformations n-*T (Ti = UT-1) are estimated sequentially, using (n-1)--*T as the initial transformation for the conjugate gradient (identity for n = 0) . With all the backward transformations, we compute a 4DPT.
THE 4D PLANISPHERIC TRANSFORMATION 3.1. Definition
We recall here the basic definitions presented in18. The 4D planispheric transformation (4DPT) is adapted to describe with a minimum of parameters a complex motion such as the LV motion. This model of the deformation of the LV is a crude approximation compared to complex biomechanical models25 or highly descriptive kinematic models26 , but it has enough freedom to describe both normal and pathological motions.
Given a point x (x, y, z) in cartesian coordinates and a time value t, the transformation gives a point x' (x', y', z') which is assumed to be the location of point M at time t. The 4DPT f is defined in order to describe locally some specific motions of points on the myocardium. We separate the motion of a point of the heart into three canonical orthogonal motions:
I motion 1 : a radial motion which decribes the contraction or dilatation of the point towards a "center", . motion 2: an apico-basal rotation around the apico-basal axis which describes the twisting motion, S motion 3: a motion (tangential to surfaces of constant r) which describes the elevation of the LV points in the apico-basal direction (the shortening of apex-base distance during systole). We describe these motions in a "3D-planispheric" coordinates system (PCS), which is a combination of spherical and cylindrical coordinates. Our tranformation function is thus defined as a composition of three functions:
The function C2P switches from cartesian to 3D-planispheric coordinates, P2C switches back from 3D-planispheric to cartesian coordinates (of course, C2P = P2C') . fp is the function which is described with the three basic motions in 3D-planispheric coordinates. The next two paragraphs recall the definitions of these functions.
The planispheric coordinate system
In 3D cartesian space, we define a 3D-planispheric reference system given a center C, a base B and a set of two orthogonal vectors u (long axis direction from apex to base) and v (septum to lateral wall) , as shown in figure 2, right. For each point F, a center point Hp is defined on line (GB). From this center point, a distance r = IIHpPII and two angles (latitude 6 and longitude ) which are defined just as in the classical spherical coordinate system. The position of Hp on the line GB is given by the following formula, for which a solution is described in18:
Finally, from the polar coordinates r, 6, p, we compute the coordinates X, Y and R in this system as follows:
The two equations defining X and Y recalls the equations that define a projection of a map of the earth from one of poles (figure 2. left) This is why the word planisplieric is USe(l. The constant Ur is a normalisatiori coefficient so that A' and I-? are dimensionless numbers of flu saiio-range. The PC'S is similar to the prolate spheroidal svst cmii, coiisideriig C and C' (its svmriietric with respect to B) as time focal points and B as the center (Fig. 2. right ) . There arc some significant benefits to using PCS: the surfaces of constant 8 are cones instead of single sheet hvperboloid surfaces 'tloreover. the distance of surfaces of constant I? (,\ in prolate spheroidal) is closer in the apical area than around the basal circumference. Finally, and this is the 110 )st umiportant difference, while fitting a set of real data t (I a surface of constant R. the optimal apical focus in the prolate spheroidal svsteni is closer to the apex than the one for PCS. leading to nunierical instabilities at the apex. and prolate spheroidal (right) coordinate systems. Left, the apical focus (C) is in the middle of the cavity whereas on the right, it is dose to the apex and may be included in the mvocardial wall.
In our experiments, to fit an "optimal" coordinate system. we fit a surface of constant R to the epicardial contours that were defined by the user while segmenting the tag data. Using the prolate spheroidal system, the apical focus is so close to the apex that it may he included within the myocardium. creating some mathematical singularities spoiling the overall process of displacement field reconstruction.
The 4D transformation in PCS in the PCS, given a point P (A', Y. R). the transformed point. P' (X', Y', R') through fp is expressed as follows:
X' = (L0X -a1Y + (12 = ci4R+a5 (9) The parameters a,,, (p = 0. . . 5) are continuous and differentiable functions of r, 9, and t. In our formulation, we choose the parameters as polynomial functions in r arid 8 and quadratic B-splines in and t. Of course, the B-spline in is 2x-periodic. the B-spline in t may be periodic if desired. depending on the data. The number of control points in each (hirection (hr. n, rt) and in time (ii,) is set by the user. The transformation is explained in more detail in'8
Motion parameters
These equations (9) can be described as a local 2D similarity in X and U (a translation, a rotation and a uniform scaling) and a locally affine transformation in R. Using this description, we can write equations for the motion parameters we defined in section 3.1:
• radial motion: the a4 factor, which represents the relative reduction of the radius;
• apico-hasal rotation: the angle of the 2D similarity, which represents the local rotation;
• elevation: the scaling factor of the 2D similarity, which represents the change in 9. therefore the local longitudinal stretching (if > 0) or shortening (if < 0). As these motions are computed directly froni the displacement field, we call them "0th order parameter" as opposed to first order parameters, like strain, which is computed from the spatial gradients of the displacement field. 
Estimation of the 4D transformation from tag data
In order to compute a 4DPT, we need to have a series of pairs of matched points between time tT and each time frame t. For each n, each tag point Pn,m 5 matched to its deformed tag point at tT, which is estimated as being 4n+T(Pn,m). This point should be transformed by the TP4D I into Pn,m itself. We thus can write a least squares criterion to estimate f as follows:
C(f) = :i n,m d ( f (n_+T(Pn,rn), t) ; Pn,m )2 (10) n m where d(; .) is the distance and c-xn,m a weighting coefficient whose value is related to the reliability of the pair [(n-+T(Pn,m), ta); Pn,mJ. Minimising C for f is done identically as in18.
EXPERIMENTS
The experiments of tag displacement field reconstruction with 4D planispheric transformations have been conducted on a normal patient and a pathological study. The pathological study is a LV of a patient who suffered from a 70 % LAD artery occlusion which induced an infarction in the posterior wall 8 days prior to imaging. The images were acquired on a 1.5 T magnet (Signa 1.5T, GE Medical Systems, Milwaukee, WI) with a spoiled GRASS sequence (FOV = 32cm, TR = 3.6ms, TE = 1.5ms, flip angle = 12 deg) with partial k-space acquisition27'28. The time frames are equally spaced every 40 ms. We use 3 series of images, one of each is tagged in a direction: 2 sets of planar tags (SAO, 5A90) perpendicular to the short axis plane and one (LA) orthogonal to the long axis planes. This sampling is the same as described in10.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

3D display of the LV motion
In order to control how the deformation fits with the tag data, the tag planes are computed and deformed at each time frame with the 4D transformation. Figure 3 shows the intersection of these deformed tag planes with the image slices. The intersection points are computed so that they have the same abscissa along the tag line as do the original data points. We end up with a "simulated" set of tag points which has the same distribution as the original data set, which therefore allows us to compute the difference in position of the tag points as an offset in the direction of the normal to the tag plane. The tag lines are smoother than the original data and follow the tags in the images, as shown in figure 3 .
With the 4D planispheric transformation, it is possible to apply the displacement field on the whole volume of the image. On figure 4 , a mesh generated from the contour data is deformed over systole and displayed at three times (beginning, mid and end systole). Only some trajectories are displayed for clarity. Whereas there are 11 time slots, 20 points were used to interpolate the trajectory lines, which are, in our model, smooth quadratic B-spline curves. Thanks to the equations of the 4DPT, there is no mathematical singularity in the apical area, so the displacement of the apex can be visualized and controlled. In the infarcted case, there is significantly more bulk motion at the apex than for the normal case. Figure 5 , left, shows statistics computed from the residual distance between simulated and real tag points, for 8x8x8 control points for the backward B-spline transformation and with ii,. , nj 4, Tip 6 and nt = 6 for the 4D transformation. Figure 5 , right, shows the evolution of the residual distance between simulated and real tag points at end systole with the number of control points for 4'n-T The tag detection procedure has a theoretical accuracy of 0. 1mm5 , assuming a perfect tag profile in the image and a tag CNR of at least 10. Practically, due to tag fading at late time slots, to motion, to the thickness of the slice ( 7mm) or to operator variability, it is more reasonable to assume that the tag detection precision is around 0.5mm at later time frames (pixel size being 1.25mm). Based on these considerations and other similar experiments29'16, we fix the number of control points as 8x8x8 for the backward transformation; a good trade-of between accurate deformation representation and noise insensitivity. For our final choice of number of control points, the mean error and standard deviation is 0.45mm. For the pathological LV, despite the motion is more complex than for the normal heart, the error also remains at a mean value inferior to 0.5mm.
Error analysis: choosing the number of control points
Motion parameter computation
Displacement parameters
The 4DPT definition provides a set of 0th order motion parameters (as opposed to first order parameters (like strain) which are derived from the gradient of the deformation): the radial displacement, the base to apex displacement and the apico-basal rotation. Figures 6 to 8 show maps of the three parameters computed in the midwall. Each curve show the temporal evolution of the parameter at a particular location. The spatial evolution of the parameter goes from septal, anterior, lateral and posterior walls from left to right and from base to apex from top to bottom. Thanks to temporal modeling, each displayed curve is smooth.
1. radial displacement: the evolution of the radial motion is coherent in the normal case. the curve increases before bending down at end systole. The anterior wall show less displacement than the posterior wall, and the septal wall stays translated even in early diastole whereas the posterior wall moves back earlier to its end-diastolic location, as the curves bends down faster. In the pathological case, the infarcted posterior wall motion is low compared to the opposite normal wall (anterior) . Only the anterior wall goes significantly closer to the center of the cavity, contributing to the reduction of its volume and therefore to the pumping efficiency. 2. elevation: this parameter shows the rate of the motion of the myocardium towards the apex, from longitudinal shortening. Its value is globally lower for the pathological case, the lack of contraction of the posterior wall has a global influence on the motion of the LV wall. In the apical area, the wall is pulled and slides towards the anterior wall, inducing a high value of the parameter. 3. apico-basal rotation: this twist angle is the angle of the rotation in polar coordinates. The angle values do not correspond with cartesian space, they are similar to spherical angles in topography. The normal values of this parameters do not usually exceed 10 degrees, vary from positive values to negative from base to apex. In the pathological case, the motion is so complex and unbalanced than it induces a high local rotation of the wall. A more precise analysis of the parameters needs a validation on a large database, which is outside the scope of this article. We want to demonstrate the quality of the displacement field reconstruction with planispheric transformations, and the ability to derive motion parameters. They describe local behavior of the displacement in three particular directions, but, as opposed to first order parameters, the distribution of their values can be different from a normal distribution in the entire LV even if the dysfunction remains localized in a particular wall. The strain analysis is more precise to detect the local dysfunctional area, but the 0th order parameters already show how this area can affect the global function of the heart.
Strain
From the displacement field, the strain is computed as
The Lagragian finite strain tensor E is computed from the deformation gradient tensor F of the transformation f. E is related to F via the equation:
where I is the identity matrix. The diagonal elements of this tensor measure the stretching (if positive) or the compression (if negative) of the displacement in the corresponding direction. We compute here particularly the diagonal elements of the E tensor in the circumferential (c) and longitudinal (1) directions. Figures 9 and 10 show the circumferential and longitudinal strains and E11 in the midwall, left, for the normal LV and right, for the inferior infarcted LV. The tensor is computed with the 4D transformation (thick lines) and with the "TEA" program'° (thin lines) . The "TEA" program computes the displacement field as spherical harmonics defined in a prolate spheroidal geometry for each time frame independently. There is no time smoothing or time continuity constraints. Therefore, the strain values have some local jumps between successive time frames that are highly unlikely.
On the normal LV, the strains and E11 computed with both methods are highly similar, despite some local variations. The apical values of figure 10 , right, show the unstable nature of TEA displacement field, which is likely due to the close vicinity of the apical focus of the prolate coordinate system. On the infarcted LV, the TEA method shows more local variations in space and local jumps in time. The E11 strain is slightly underestimated in the lateral wall with TEA compared to the values computed with the 4D transformation.
A more extensive comparison between the TEA program and the 4DPT is currently under investigation and will be the subject of a forthcoming article. The aim is here to show how close the relults are from the state of the art methods, highlighting points where there may be some significant improvement.
CONCLUSION
In this article, we present a new method for tracking the motion of the left ventricle from planar tagged MR images. The 4D planispheric transformation, used in gated SPECT motion tracking'8 is applied to the tagged MR modality. First, 3D B-spline tensor products are computed to reconstruct the backward displacement field and a 4DPT is estimated from the backward transformations and the tag points data. With these transformation, it is possible to compute the motion with a reduced number of parameters thanks to their compact definition. The motion is modeled as a 4D continuous displacement function in time and space, some zeroth (motion) and first order (strain) parameters are derived from the computed motion. Demonstration of the fitting technique have been conducted on a normal and a pathological heart (LV posterior infarct) . The mean error of the tracking procedure is less than 0.5mm, and the strain computation is comparable to the related litterature with the advantage of describing its evolution as a continuous function of time and space. [me Slot Figure 5 . Left, the residual distance between siniulated and original tag points, for all time frames. The backward transformation is 8x8x8 control points, the 4D is 3x4x6x6. Right, the residual distance between simulated and original tag points at. end systole for a variable number of control points for the backward transformation, from 4x4x4 to 15x15x15 r D.stance sImulated -eel tag poInts 8x5P) -
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Inferior infarct Figure 6 . The inward radial motion derived from the displacement field of a normal LV (left) and an inferior infarcted LV (right) over systole, from the planispheric 4D transformation. Horizontal tic is 50 ms vertical tic is 10% (ofradial contraction).
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